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LE FEU SOUS LA GRÂCE

Sens du style très affûté, ravissante présence mi-discreta mi-fatale, Alma Jodorowsky se découvre et se décline actrice, mannequin, musicienne, Une artiste à part entière au célèbre patronyme, enchanteur et sulfureux, qui sait ce qu'elle veut, fuit les étiquettes et cache bien son jeu.

Par Clémence Goldszal, Photographes Inez & Vinoodh, Réalisation Géraldine Saglio.

Voir rencontre Inez & Vinoodh et porté, Chanel, Jean Paul Gaultier.
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SA COUPE SIXTIES
Dite ci longtemps en vrai
frange en range
et un rameau sur une
mode pour elle.

MISE EN BEAUTE
La robe sur body,
COUPE Coiffure labia,
collecteur Madame
MARC JACOBS
pre Typhaine d'occasion.
Alma Jodorowsky is very good at a lot of things – acting, singing, singing and French – but her hockey is not one of them. The 23-year-old filmmaker director of the highly anticipated film Kiki’s Love. Her cinematographer Cara Delevingne and Gala Gordon are old pros at the game, but Alma wasn’t a natural. “I was SO bad at it!” she says. “When we were filming playing it, I was supposed to score a goal, but I just couldn’t.” In the end we had to fake it. Luckily, her lack of skill with flailing balls wasn’t held back. She shares her female lead in the film alongside Italian star Willem Dafoe. It’s a coming-of-age love story and Alma’s character is the perfect mix of the group – she’s very artistic, bohemian. Apart from Alma, the young cast were all friends before filming started. “I wasn’t the only foreigner and everyone else knew each other, but they were fine. There was a really great energy in the group.” And since it wrapped, she’s been back to party with Gala Gordon and Swiss actor Sebastian de Souza. “There’s coming to London and we mix up with them – we’ve had some great nights at the Groucho.” Alma was in Paris, in the 10th arrondissement; she says it’s not a city, but the architecture is quite twisted. ‘It’s always been an artist – her father is the actor Bretnis Jodorowsky, son of the surrealist filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky. Alma went from her childhood background in the theatre. “I don’t remember ever wanting to do anything else.” She trained at two different acting schools in Paris and has been performing professionally since her teens, but her first really big break came in the French film Star is the Warner Colour, which won the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival in 2014. In it, Alma played a cool, decadent-mocking, schoolgirl who gets one of the propositions from the film’s girl-on-girl kiss. “It was very special because I was the whole film was improvised, so there were no scripts. We had a feeling that something big was going to happen with the film, because it was so intense.” Her other big projects, besides boyfriend Ulysses Levy and their dog Merlin, is music in particular her ‘Mystery’ project. The band Burning Poodles, which she set up with her friend David Baudrier three years ago. Alma provides the beautiful vocals and stars in their quirky music videos; they’re currently recording their first album. She’s also a Chanel muse and was selected by Karl Lagerfeld to star in his Little Black Jacket exhibition. “They just called me up one day and asked if I wanted to host coffee in Coco Chanel’s apartment. Obviously I was like, ‘Of course!'” And just when you’re starting to worry that she might be TOO cool, she let slip her favourite pastime: karaoke. “Her song of choice? Anything by Destiny’s Child. Or Jennifer Lopez.”
Alma Jodorowsky
With a family name as esteemed as Chanel’s, actor and musician Alma Jodorowsky is the perfect match for Karl Lagerfeld’s lust worthy Haute Couture creations.
ON THE OTHER end of the fashion line, Alma Jodorowsky is apologetically funny. "I have to crawl cold, I'm sorry!" Even with a cold, complete with stuffy nose, Jodorowsky still sounds like the epitome of French cool that musicians write loving ballads about and modern poets swoon to in their sonnets.

A woman of formidable talent, Jodorowsky was cast on our radar when the first aligned with Chanel nearly four years ago after being cast by Karl Lagerfeld for the Little Black Jacket exhibition. "We had tea in Coco Chanel's apartment, it was very fancy but at the same time very casual, all the girls are really really nice," she mentions casually, as if a visit with Lagerfeld in hallowed Chanel spaces is an every day occurrence. No wish.

Besides her ties with one of the world's most reputable fashion houses, Jodorowsky won't limit herself to being just an exceptionally pretty face. "I didn't really have a plan on being a mainstream artist, but it's my way of expressing myself! Having a family so entrenched within the film and theatre world (her grandmother is cult avant-garde cinema guru Alejandro Jodorowsky,) it makes sense for her to have started by taking the acting too. Now with Blue is the Warmest Colour, Kids in Love, and a French television show under her belt, she is now ticking off the last item on the bucket list, "Right now I'm focusing more on the music, because I also have a band, we released an album last week actually." Named after one of My Bloody Valentine's discarded original title options, Burning Passions comprises of Jodorowsky's husky French crooning and David Baudier's musical prodigies, resulting in Parisian rock-pop leaving behind all notions of teenage amateur hour. Although Jodorowsky admits, she didn't exactly exude cool from the start. "When I was a teenager I had bands with friends, but it wasn't very good" she shrugs.

It's comforting to know that no matter how much je ne sais quoi you attribute to one person, they still have the same hang ups as the rest of us. It was very scary for me at the beginning because I was very shy on stage," she says coyly, but has her unintended stage uniform to thank for some relief. "I've been wearing limes on stage, so I think that's going to be our thing. It's encouraged me to move, to put my arms up to play with the fabric, I think clothes can really help in some situations."

What else is there possibly left for the polyamorph to do? "It really like to direct. I've directed three of my music videos for my band, it's something I really want to continue! With a creative skill set as proficient as Alma's, combined with her irresistible appetite for creative justification, we are confident in the next generation of Jodorowsky living up to the family name.
Alma Jodorowsky, actrice et chanteuse

Paris aime ses jeunes filles. Paris les adore, mais méfie, moderne mais nostalgique, bête et belle, rebelle, Alma Jodorowsky est tout cela à la fois. Psychédélique et élégante, elle est comme un air frais. À l'harmonie de ses apparitions, sa présence se fait à chaque fois plus irrésistible. Quand on la croise dans les rues ou dans un café, elle oublie l'air. Sa névrose, elle l'a réservée pour son groupe, le très shaggy Burning Peacock, qui a sorti cet automne son premier album réveur produit par Jean-Bernard Dureck de Jaffa. Quand elle arrivait, comme sur cette photo, à déposer sa pulpeuse, à laisser parler à son hâblerie, à faire apparaître sa part d'audace, voire à laisser ressenti sa virilité, elle le faisait en même temps avec une sorte de malison. Paris aura bien sa fleur du mal. (successively continued)
MÍTICA
ALMA JODOROWSKY
HA COMPARTIDO CARTEL CON CARA DELEVINGNE EN EL FILME ‘KIDS IN LOVE’ Y ES UNA DE LAS ACTRICES FRANCÉSAS MÁS COOL DEL MOMENTO. COMPLEJO DE CHANEL, POSA EN EXCLUSIVA PARA MARIE CLAIRE EN EL APARTAMENTO DE COCO, EN LA RUE CAMBON, PARA REVIVIR LA LEYENDA.
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LA CLASE MÁS CULTIVADA

Norteña en falso

com mango y falda

plisada, botas de cuero y

brazaletes orientales con

puntos, todo de Chanel. En

retele corbata, escarpe,

carreta, bolsa y bag, todo

de Boy Friend, todo de

Chanel, seño en

ojo blanco con diamantes,

de Chanel Haute Joaillerie.

El corte alto de la imagen

Bartolomé-Galindo-House-

Cosmetics, MAC make up.

Del té, botas de piel de

Chanel, y dentes

de fresas. Abajo, Ferré.

Asistentes de mode, Lalita

Armendariz y Joséma da

Philma Blinmant.

EL PENSO DEL DERRÓCHE

Chamarrón naranja

acabado con encaje y

fusé, bolsa de

cuero con cuero y

relomp Boy Friend en

una con corona de meda-

lada Bling Bling de la

recolección Tallerman,

de Chanel Haute

Joaillerie.
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SESJOUES DE POUPEE

Pour donne chaleur
a son visage de poupée,
ouvrir doux, il faut
danser au fil de

MODE EN BEAUTE
par Alex - Tusha de Tusha

HAIR: Hara
NAILS: Gigi
CRAYON: Yves Saint Laurent
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HOW TO DRESS LIKE A REALLY SEXY FRENCH WOMAN
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